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Vowels in Mongolian speech:
deletions and epenthesis
Anastasia Mukhanova Karlsson
Mongolian has phonologically long and short vowels. Besides them there are epenthetic
(non-phonemic) vowels which are inserted on the phonetic level in order to satisfy syllable
well-formedness conditions, governed by the sonority law. However, in Mongolian nonformal speech phonemic vowels are often missing, and epenthesis often fails to take place
where it is predicted by syllabification rules. The description of rhythmic features of
Mongolian would be far from complete without an investigation of these processes.
The following is an attempt to give a systematic picture of vowel deletion in Mongolian. Two
different events are identified: devoicing of phonemic vowels and non-epenthesis of schwa.
We argue that vowel deletions and epenthesis depend on the consonantal composition of the
words: both voicing and some articulatory features are important for these processes.

1 Reductions of phonemic vowels
1.1 Vowels in Mongolian
Several phonemic representations of vowels in Mongolian have been
proposed. We follow the latest description based on acoustic analysis (for more
details, see Svantesson et al. 2005) which distinguishes between full, or
phonemic, vowels and reduced, or non-phonemic, vowels. There are also diphthongs in Mongolian, but tiiey are nottteatedhere.
Full vowels contrast as long and short, but only in initial syllables, and the
duration of a short vowel in this position is on the average 48% of the
duration of a long vowel (Svantesson et al. 2005). The length opposition does
not occur in non-initial syllables, and we will describe phonemic vowels in this
position as non-initial full vowels, without specifying their length. In addition to
full vowels, there are reduced non-phonemic vowels in non-initial syllables.
They are inserted at the surface level to form syllables, and are purely
epenthetic. Reduced vowels are articulatorily underspecified and their quality
depends on the preceding iiill vowel. In the following they will be ti-anscribed
as [9] independentiy of their quality. In most traditional descriptions die
reduced vowels are analysed as phonemic, so that non-initial fiill vowels are
regarded as allophones of long vowels, and reduced vowels are treated as
allophones of short vowels (Poppe 1951). This analysis is reflected in the
Cyrillic MongoUan script, but not in Kalmuck (another Mongolic language), in
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Table 1. Vowel phonemes
vowels in initial
syllables

vowels in non-initial
syllables
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Table 2. Mongolian consonant phonemes
long phonemic
vowels
i: u:
u:
e: o:
a: o:
phonemic vowels
i
e
a

short phonemic
vowels
1
u
u
0

a
0
non-phonemic
(reduced) vowel

u
u
o
0

which reduced vowels are not represented orthographically. The vowels are
given in Table 1.
1.2 Consonant phonemes in Mongolian
In Table 2, the Mongolian consonant phonemes are given, excluding some
rare consonants that occur only in loanwords.
Aspirated stops and affricates are postaspirated word-initially and
preaspirated word-internally and word-finally (see Karlsson & Svantesson
2002). Even /s/ is postaspirated. The nasal /r)/ occurs only before consonants
(except dentals) or word-finally. The lateral /fe/ is often realised as a voiceless
fricative [i] in our material.
1.3 Method
To investigate the behaviour of phonemic vowels, two texts read by four
female speakers of the Halh dialect were recorded. A l l words in the texts were
analysed, except some words in utterance final positions, because of weak
acoustic features. Deletion of a vowel is defined here as the acoustic absence of
any vocalic features.
1.4 Results
Totally 432 word occurrences (312 polysyllabic and 120 monosyllabic) were
analysed. In monosyllables, no vowel deletions were attested, but only strong
devoicing. The number of deleted vowels in different positions in polysyllabic
words is shown in Table 3. Long vowels are never deleted in our material.
Non-long vowels (i.e. short vowels in initial syllables and phonemic vowels in
non-initial syllables) are only deleted in initial syllables (in 14% in the material).

labial
voiceless aspirated stops
voiceless unaspirated stops
voiced stops
voiceless aspirated affricates
voiceless unaspir. affricates
voiceless fricatives
nasals
m
voiced lateral fricatives
rhotics
glides
w

palatalised dental alveo- pal- velar uvular
labial
palatal atal

t
c^
c
s
n
fe
r

r
tJ
c^
c
s

G

x-*

x

Features that were chosen as possible triggers of reductions were: vowel
quality, place and manner of articulation of surrounding consonants, and
voicing. Besides the position in the word, only voicing influenced the deletion
of non-long phonological vowels, see Table 4. (Henceforth voiced consonants
are denoted C^, voiceless C", and C stands for either when the difference is
not relevant.)
Clearly, the deletion of initial vowels in our material depends on the
phonetic environment: it is triggered by voiceless segments. Deletion never
occurs between, and is very rare after or before voiced consonants, while 61%
of the vowels are deleted between voiceless consonants. Voiceless environment
causes devoicing as well as complete deletion of vowels (for an example, see
Figure 1).
We regard this type of deletion as vowel devoicing, and the representation
of reduction stages (Kohler 1991) in a voiceless context will be e.g.
[^ws'^sgfes^]
[cifs^'sxia^] -»[cfs''3xi^] 'armament', where devoicing
spreadsfromthe voiceless segments [c] and [s*"] to the surrounding segments
and causes complete deletion of the vowel.
Table 3. Vowel deletion in 312 occurrences of polysyllabic words for aO
speakers. The symbol V : stands for long phonemic vowel, V for non-long
phonemic vowel.
vowel
V:
V in initial syllable
V in internal syllable
V infinalsyllable

total deleted %
0
0
42
38
14
270
24
0
0
1
162
1
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Table 4. Deletion of non-long phonemic vowels with reference to theii
segmental environment.
stands for a (phonetically) voiced and C for a
(phonetically) voiceless consonant allophone, # stands for word boundary and
_ shows the place of the vowel.

[c-^_c-]
[c-_c*]
[c-_c-]

[#_cT

[#_c-]
[C+_#]
[c-_#]
total

initial syllable
total deleted
24
0
18
1
120
4
46
28
50
1
12
3

270

37

internal syllable
total deleted
10
0
—

10
4

24

0
0

0
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(1)
Onset

Rhyme
Nucleus ^ ^ o d a

final syllable
total deleted
66
0
8
0
36
0
4
0
20
28
162

0
1
1

2 Epenthesis
2.1 Syllable and syllabification generally
We accept the view of the syllable as a surface phenomenon, so that the
syllabification of underlying phonemic strings in speech is governed by rules,
which are language-specific. According to this view, there are no extrasyllabic
elements. Insertion of epenthetic vowels in Mongolian is regarded as
functioning to build up syllables.
We represent Mongolian syllable structure as in (1), with the onset and the
rhyme, divided into nucleus and coda, recognised as structures relevant for
syllabification. We also propose mora counting for Mongolian.

Figure 1. The word ciws3gkd^ 'armament', realised with complete reduction
of the first phonemic lil: [cfs axife]

jnora tier:
The syllable is traditionally seen as containing a sonority peak with less
sonorous segments attached to it. According to Jespersen 1897-99:525, an
utterance contains as many syllables as there are sonority peaks, and the
relation between the members of a syllable is stated by the Sonority
sequencing generalisation (or Sonority law), which is seen as a language
universal principle: syllables tend to have sonority that increases from the
onset to the nucleus, the sonority peak of the syllable, and then decreases to
the coda. The sonority level is stated in the Sonority hierarchy, or Sonority
scale, a general version of which is (from most sonorous to least sonorous
segments): vowels - liquids - nasals - obstruents. The sonority relation
between segments is, however, language specific, and for MongoHan the scale
vowels - voiced consonants - voiceless consonants applies.
2.2 Syllabification in Mongolian
Reduced vowels are epenthetic in Mongolian and serve to build syllables at the
surface level. Syllabification is governed by three principles, the Sonority law,
Right-to-left syllabification (Directionality principle, It6 1989) and Cyclidty.
For details we refer to Svantesson et al. 2005. Mongolian surface syllable
structure is (C){V:Af/3}(C)(C)(C), with V:, V or a as possible nuclei. Onsetless
syllables are only allowed word-initially, and at vowel hiatus within a word,
gla/j is inserted to build an onset: 0
g (a, j) / \
V . Obeying Onset
satisfaction, a consonant followed by a vowel becomes an onset, so that the
syllable division of, e.g., xc/f/jc/r'dumpling' is xuu.sur. Only one-consonant
onsets are allowed (Complex onset constraint).
Medial consonant clusters are divided between coda and onset, and if the
consonant combination cannot form a coda, an epenthetic vowel is inserted.
Possible codas are those that have decreasing sonority, following the Sonority
law, so that voiced+voiceless combinations are allowed, while the reverse as
well as two voiceless or two voiced consonants trigger epenthesis: /pugt/ 'all'
is syllabified as [pugt], but /atg/ 'end' as [a.tag]. The only allowed clusters of
voiceless consonants are a fricative followed by an aspirated stop or affricate
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(except c\. St, xt'', etc., and there are three-consonant codas consisting of a
voiced consonant followed by one of these allowed clusters.
The direction of syllabification is important for predicting the correct place
of schwa insertion. In Mongolian, epenthesis is processed from right to left, so
that a maximal coda is found at the right edge of the word and combined with
the preceding vowel to form a syllable rhyme. When a consonant cluster
cannot form a coda, a schwa is inserted. For example, /sitms/ 'fillet' is
syllabified as [si.tsms] (2a), and not as [*sit.m3s] as were the case if the
syllabification had the direction left-to-right (2b):
(2) a.

o

o

a

A

A A

Cd - On Rh - OnRh OnRh

A

IA i I I A

sitms sit_ms

t

§ i

tsms

b.

o

o

o

o

A

A

A A

O n R h - O n R h - OnRh OnRh
s i t ms

/I /I

/I

s i t m_s *s it m as

t
3

Due to the agglutinative nature of Mongolian, derivations and inflections
are formed by adding suffixes to the stem. Syllabification of affixed words is
cyclic so that words are syllabified at each addition of a new affix, i.e. at each
morphological cycle. Words are syllabified as monomorphemic words until a
new affix requires insertion of a schwa into the already syllabified part of a
word. This is blocked by the Resyllabification constraint (Svantesson et al.
2005):
Resyllabification constraint: On each morphological cycle, an epenthetic
vowel caimot be inserted into the already syllabified part of a word.
Example: t''ogrg -» t^ogr_g -* t''og.r3g -* t''og.r9g + § -» t^og.ra.gj^
t''og.rd.gd^ 'to circulate', while with non-cyclic syllabification we would get:
t''ogrg + §
t''og_rg_i -» *t''o.g3r.g3^
These rules were worked out based on careful pronunciation of isolated
words. Our material consists of longer utterances and texts read by several
informants. We will discriminate between citation forms and our type of
material by defining the first speech style as formal speech, in contrast to
casual. It will be shown that syllabification in casual speech differs from formal
speech in systematic ways. The Sonority law is active in casual speech though
it needs to be redefined. It wiU be shown that it is only voiced consonants that
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are marked for the sonority feature in speech, while voiceless segments are
unmarked for this feature and can combinefreelyto form a coda until articulation disallows this. Articulation assimilation is an important factor in speech
and some systematic violations of the Sonority law as well as of the Simple
onset constraint are found. Open syllables with an epentiietic vowel as nucleus
[Ca] are avoided in casual speech, and we analyse this as a change towards
non-cyclic syllabification. This is the reason why we actually find such forms as
{*)t''o.g3r.g3^ instead of t''og.r3.g3^ (see the example above) in casual speech.
It will also be demonstrated that nasals become syllabic in some positions, so
tiiat a nasal N should be added as a potential nucleus to the Mongolian syllable
struchire: (C){VA^:/9/N}(Q(C)(Q.
2.2.1 Voicing assimilation. Prediction of the syllabification of a phonemic
string in speech is obscured by several assimilation processes that lead to
variation in the surface realisation of the same phoneme. One of the most
frequent processes found in the material is consonant devoicing, causing
voiced phonemes to have a voiceless realisation.
To establish rules for voice assimilation, we analysed words from texts and
isolated utterances. The material was read by totally seven speakers, four
women and three men. Words where insertion of one or more schwas was
expected (following regular syllabification), but did not take place were
investigated. It is clusters that resultedfromthe non-insertion of schwa that are
the object of this investigation of voice assimilation. Clusters with nasals and
rhotics are not included. Totally 183 cases with different consonant clusters
were investigated. The results are summarised in Table 5.
Only three cases with the [Casp J context were found, and they are not
included in the table. In two of them, the following voiced segment became
devoiced. Progressive voicing of voiceless unaspirated stops was found in four
cases and regressive in six cases.
The results shown in Table 5 suggest the following rules:
1. Voiced consonant phonemes become voiceless before (pre)aspirated stops.
The assimilation is almost obhgatory in this context (94%).
2. Voiced consonant phonemes are realised as voiceless before voiceless
fricatives and affricates. The assimilation is optional but frequent in this
context (79%).
3. Assimilatory devoicing is regressive in Mongolian.
4. Assimilatory voicing is rare and occasional in MongoUan.

